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ONE - HUNDRED – SECOND coach modification. WALL MOUNTED 
TOILET FLUSH SWITCH. After replacing the toilet installed flush 
switch three times in three years, WE decided it was time to install a 
different type of FLUSH switch, hoping the NEW FLUSH switch will 
operate correctly the FIRST time and every time the switch is depressed.
After searching the Internet for a wall mounted switch and at the same time 
desiring the switch to be esthetically pleasing (a Cathey requirement) this 
switch was found and purchased from American RV Company, for $ 44.42 
plus $ 7.99 shipping, for a total cost of $ 52.41
www.americanrvcompany.com   

As can be seen in the above photo this Two Way Momentary Switch was 
shipped with almost 8 feet (94 inches) of three conductor cable just enough 
cable to install the switch in the desired easily accessible location.
Our half bath electric flushing gravity toilet is located over the wet bay 
tanks, by opening the passenger side tank panel I will be able to access the 



hole cut in the wet bay ceiling to supply water and power to the toilet. The 
OLD three conductor cable connected to the toilet mounted fill & flush 
switch was disconnected from the toilet mounted switch then routed down 
through the hole in the bathroom floor into the tank bay where the old cable 
was connected to the new flush switch cable. The new cable was routed 
across the top of the wet bay and P/S Aqua-Hot compartments to the vent 
pipe for the sink in the half bath. The cable will pushed up through the foam 
plug into the sink base cabinet where it was routed up to the face of the 
cabinet to the same location where the light, fan and water pump switches 
are located on the face of the sink base.

Regrettably the switch ONLY comes in one color, WHITE. This Add Water 
OR Flush switch is actually a part for the Dometic 4410 toilet, Dometic P/N 
385311139 Concerto Wall Mount Switch-Gravity Kit.

The finished installation includes a General Electric (4 – AA battery)  
powered motion activated LED light with day light sensor model # 17450-1, 
licensed by GE to Jasco Products, www.jascoproducts.com. This
modification passed the Cathey esthetically pleasing & FUNCTIONAL test.


